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Welcome to Dethleffs. You can access  
detailed information  

on our trade fair 
promotions and exhibition 

vehicles directly at our  
info terminals!
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Digital services: for your convenience – for the environment!

We live in a digital world. Which is why we are continuously expanding our range of digital services for your convenience. You can now 
download all Dethleffs sales documents to your computer or mobile device quickly and easily. This saves paper, saves you time and is 
also good for the environment. See the following page for the fastest way to access our digital content. 
 
We hope your day at the fair is stimulating and that you enjoy your visit to the Dethleffs stand!

Warm regards
Your Dethleffs team

How to access information about the Dethleffs model year 2024:

Simply enter the URL listed below in your browser or scan the QR code directly using your mobile phone’s camera, then download the 
stored document and save it on your device. 
 
Additional information and interactive content such as videos, animations and the like can be found on the Dethleffs homepage:  
www.dethleffs.com or via the URLs for the respective vehicle categories listed below.
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Camper vans 2024

Globetrail

600 DF
Classic

600 DK
Classic

600 DR
Classic

600 DR
Advantage

640 EK
Classic

640 ES
Advantage

640 ER
Classic

640 ER
Advantage

600 ER
Advantage

600 DS
Advantage

540 DR
Classic

540 DR
Advantage
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Globetrail Classic Globetrail Advantage
Dethleffs’ many years of experience in building leisure vehicles 
is clearly reflected in the Globetrail Classic. In terms of quality, 
ambience and sophisticated solutions it is streets ahead of other 
camper vans. An attractive price-performance ratio and a wide 
range of different vehicle concepts – from compact to spacious – are 
the icing on the cake, making the Globetrail the perfect choice for 
camper van enthusiasts and newcomers alike.

Design, equipment, unique functionality! The Globetrail Advantage 
takes all the features of the Classic and adds outstanding comfort 
and exceptional ideas – from the super-trendy interior design to the 
unique pull-out system in the rear garage. Flush fitting windows, an 
awning, alloy wheels and much more are all standard equipment. 
Even a large panoramic window above the cab is available as an 
optional.

Highlights Highlights
 ª Entry-level vehicles at a particularly attractive price

 ª  Sophisticated layouts with practical functionality thanks 
to our many years of experience in camper van construc-
tion

 ª Pop-up roof with two additional berths (option)

 ª  Practical rear shelf to store essential equipment

 ª  Practical lashing rings let you safely transport bicycles 
and larger items.

 ª  Continuous overhead lockers (including in the rear) 
 provide extra storage space

 ª Excellent equipment

 ª  Harmonious Dethleffs design. Choice of two different 
 interior variants

 ª  The innovative rear pull-out provides practical storage 
space for essential equipment. So you can be sure that 
access ramps, cable drums, etc. are immediately to hand 
on arrival.

 ª  A front extension with a large panoramic window above 
the cab is optionally available

 ª  Ambient lighting on the overhead lockers and in the 
kitchen area creates a pleasant ambience throughout the 
vehicle

The table can be swung outwards to seat up to four people. If desired, 
the seating lounge can be converted into another berth.

The bright SCANDI interior with white overhead locker doors is available 
as an option for the Advantage Line. The KOS furniture decor in warm 
wood tones is fitted as standard.

www.dethleffs.co.uk/camper-van www.dethleffs.co.uk/camper-van

Geht das?!



Just GoJust Camp
Low Profile ** Low Profile ** 

T 6615 EB T 6815 EB T 6905 T 7055 EB T 7055 EBL T 7055 DBL

Globebus Globebus Go
A Class * Low Profile ** 

T 6762 T 7052 EBT 7052 DBM T 7052 DBLT 15I 6 T 45 T 6752 DBL T 7052 EBL

Esprit
A Class *

I 7150-2 DBM I 7150-2 DBL I 7150-2 EB I 7150-2 EBL

Alpa
Coachbuilt & A Class * 

A/I 6820-2 A/I 7820-2

Globetrotter XL
A Class *

I 7850-2 EBI 7850-2 DBM

Globetrotter XXL
Coachbuilt

A 9000-2 EB

NEW
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Motorhomes 2024
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Globebus
The most compact motorhome range from Dethleffs offers the 
kind of effortless yet dynamic driving you would normally expect 
from a van! Ideal for city trips and mountain roads. Despite its 
compact dimensions, the Globebus gives you all the benefits 
of a full-sized motorhome, such as excellent insulation, plenty 
of  elbow room and both a kitchen and a bathroom. Our Gran 
Turismo Package is perfect for anyone who appreciates strikingly 
sporty details.

Highlights
 ª  The van among motorhomes! With safe, agile handling 

thanks to a width of only 220 cm 

 ª  First-class insulation for the superstructure.  
Fully winterproof on request 

 ª   Large L-shaped seating lounge with comfortable, 
 ergonomically contoured cushions 

 ª  Fully equipped kitchen with gas cooker, large fridge and 
sturdy countertop extension

 ª Full bathroom with shower

 ª  Exclusive Gran Turismo Package (optional) 

The large L-shaped seating lounge with free-standing table is included as 
standard.

MOTORHOMES 2024   13

The practical single beds can be quickly converted into a large sleeping 
area.

> A Class

www.dethleffs.co.uk/globebus

Globebus Go
Your next adventure is waiting – around the next bend in the 
road! The new Globebus Go is so compact and manoeuvrable 
that even narrow roads and low passageways are no 
obstacle. This opens up a new dimension of travel and leisure 
experiences. At the same time, it is amazingly spacious on the 
inside, with plenty of elbow room, loads of storage space, a 
smart swivel bathroom and generously sized beds. By the way: 
if desired, the Globebus Go can also be upgraded to make it a 
real winter specialist!

Highlights
 ª  Van-like dimensions with a width of only 220 cm and an 

overall length from just 599 cm

 ª Excellent insulation

 ª  Large beds with high-quality, 150 mm-thick cold foam 
mattresses

 ª  Electrically operated compressor fridge with perfect 
 cooling performance

 ª  Diesel heater (6 kW) with integrated 10-litre warm water 
boiler

 ª  The optional Winter Comfort Package is available for fans 
of winter camping

Compact on the outside, spacious on the inside. Plenty of elbow room 
despite an external width of only 220 cm! 

> Low Profile

www.dethleffs.co.uk/globebusgo



Just Go

Highlights
 ª  Airy 213 cm interior headroom (not under the pull-down 

bed)

 ª Optionally available pull-down bed

 ª  Height-adjustable 190 x 150 cm queen bed (T 7055 DBL)

 ª  150 mm-thick 7-zone cold foam mattresses made of 
 climate-regulating material

 ª  Ergonomic captain seats with integrated headrest and 
padded armrests, height-adjustable and inclinable

 ª 70 cm-wide habitation door with fly screen
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The atmospheric Light Moments lighting system creates a homely 
ambience inside the vehicle.

> Low Profile

www.dethleffs.co.uk/justgo

Just Camp
Some decisions are easy. Such as whether to buy the new Just 
Camp! With its trendy new design, practical equipment and 
many fresh ideas, your first step into the world of motorhomes 
has never been easier. And with seven different layouts to 
choose from, you’re certain to find one that meets your  personal 
camping requirements. The new Just Camp is available on a 
Citroën Jumper or Opel Movano chassis.

Just ready to go: with its generous standard equipment, our 
 anniversary model is especially appealing – especially to 
 newcomers to the world of motorhoming. In addition to the 
extensive Anniversary Package, which includes a wide habita-
tion door and dynamic T-hood with tilting panoramic window, 
this compact low-profile motorhome impresses with its fresh, 
 youthful interior. As standard, all models are equipped with a 
140 hp (102 kW) engine.

Highlights
 ª  High level of comfort when sleeping thanks to 150 mm-thick 

7-zone cold foam mattresses made of climate-regulating 
material and ergonomic wooden slatted bed frames

 ª  Optionally available pull-down bed

 ª Airy 213 cm interior headroom (not under the pull-down bed)

 ª  70 cm-wide habitation door – optionally with window,  
fly-screen door and central locking system

 ª  Single beds can be converted into a large sleeping area

 ª  Height-adjustable 190 x 150 cm queen bed  
(depending on the model)

The large L-shaped seating lounge with free-standing table provides 
additional comfort. Just put your feet up and relax!

> Low Profile

www.dethleffs.co.uk/justcamp
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Globetrotter XL
This premium lifestyle motorhome combines spacious living 
and a modern design with authentic driving dynamics. 
The premium broad-gauge low-frame chassis delivers real 
 driving pleasure and accentuates the vehicle’s sporty design. 
The Globetrotter XL I promises and delivers an enjoyable 
driving experience: sporty, dynamic and safe – and thanks 
to the winterproof double floor construction, you can hit the 
road 365 days a year.

Highlights
 ª  Dynamic and safe handling is ensured by the premium 

broad gauge low-frame chassis

 ª  Winterproof: heated double floor with frost-protected 
water system and hot-water heating as standard

 ª  Dethleffs Connect – digital control unit for networking 
of all vehicle systems, with control via digital display or 
dedicated app

 ª  Ergonomic captain seats, optionally available as hydraulic 
seats with heating and ventilation

 ª  Lifetime Plus body construction with rot-proof and durable 
wall structure

An interior design in a class all of its own. On request, available with 
elaborately tailored genuine leather upholstery.

> A Class

www.dethleffs.co.uk/xli

Alpa
The perfect motorhome for adventurous couples. Thanks to a 
generous amount of space, a huge U-shaped seating lounge 
and comfortable overcab single beds or a pull-down bed, this 
 motorhome is ideal for couples who want to travel in comfort. 
Even icy temperatures will scarcely be noticed – this vehicle is 
completely winterproof thanks to the heated double floor and 
frost-protected water system.

Highlights

 ª  Huge panoramic U-shaped seating lounge with plenty 
of space to enjoy meals and relax

 ª  Winterproof: heated double floor with frost-protected 
water system

 ª  Large, spacious rear garage with access from both 
sides and one-hand operation. 

 ª Hot-water heating is included as standard

 ª Large bathroom and dressing area

Plenty of space is on offer near the large 
kitchen unit and in the huge U-shaped 
 seating lounge! 

Your daily spa with an abundance of 
daylight and outstanding comfort.

> A Class & Coachbuilt

www.dethleffs.co.uk/alpa-and-alpa-xl
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Space for your notes

Globetrotter XXL
Unlimited luxury! With its robust Iveco Daily chassis with 
rear-wheel drive, the Globetrotter XXL A is the workhorse of 
the Dethleffs model range. Ideal for towing trailers weighing 
up to 3.5 tonnes. Perfectly equipped, with plenty of room and 
completely winterproof – thanks to the frost-proof installation 
inside the double floor!

Highlights

 ª  Powerful 3.0 l JTD engine with 154 kW/210 hp and 
automatic transmission with torque converter. Rear-
wheel drive and twin axle ensure excellent traction

 ª  Luxury captain seats with seat heating, hydraulic 
 suspension, 3-way adjustment

 ª    Frost-proof, heated double floor. The radiant heat also 
serves as effective floor heating

 ª  Warm-water heating with heat exchanger for engine 
pre-heating

 ª  Long-lasting Lifetime Plus technology with 44 mm-
thick wall structure

www.dethleffs.co.uk/globetrotter-xxl-a

Even more living space is on offer in the spacious XXL A. The large 32-
inch TV (option) can be lowered as required. 

> Coachbuilt



Subject to technical changes, errors 
excepted. Please note that the pictures 
in this brochure may show alternative 
designs or options that are available at 
extra cost. Detailed information about 
specifications and equipment can be 
found in the technical information. 

Dethleffs GmbH & Co. KG 
Arist-Dethleffs-Strasse 12 • D-88316 Isny, Germany 
www.dethleffs.com 10
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